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Six artful wellness solutions: organic dance, stitching, sound baths, calming DJs, outdoor retreats, slow looking
Biodanza, worldwide
Who would have thought Lady Gaga’s
directive in her 2008 single “Just Dance”
would become an important tenet in the
journey towards mindfulness? Biodanza
is a dance form that uses organic
movement to reduce stress and inspire
a deeper connection with oneself.
Empathy is a key goal of the class; a
group of people randomly twisting their
bodies into different shapes demands a
quick development of spatial awareness
and of those around you. London-based
practitioner Sue James also takes the
idea of “finding one’s voice” literally,
offering voice and percussion workshops
where participants can tune into their
inner rhythms by stretching their vocal
cords in live drumming sessions.
shakelondon.co.uk
Embroidery as Healing, Maha Rose
New York
When things seem to be unravelling, it
can be grounding to take in the fabric of
life stitch by stitch. Since it opened in

world, the haptic arts are becoming an
increasingly popular way to reconnect
with the physical; brushing up on your
needlework skills might be just the thing
for anyone who is searching
for a seamless combination of hobby
and meditation.
talabarbotinkhalidy.com, maharose.com

Brooklyn in 2013, stressed-out, overcaffeinated New Yorkers have been
seeking refuge at Maha Rose, a healing
centre that offers a range of alternative
and esoteric therapies. They also offer
monthly embroidery classes
led by fashion designer Tala Barbotin
Khalidy, who uses craft as a way of
refocusing the mind. In today’s digital

Liquidrom, Berlin
Piercing the sky with its spiked dome,
Liquidrom might look more like a
dystopian headquarters or villain’s lair
than a high-end spa, but its menacing
facade belies the haven of relaxation
within. Inside, cool Berliners can float
in ultra-modern thermal baths
illuminated by calming light shows.
Soothing sounds, however, come not in
the form of whale serenades or lapping
waves, but live DJ sessions. This unlikely
overlap between wellness and nightlife
is not unheard-of in Berlin, where many
clubs serve restorative ginger shots and
smoothies to pep up ravers in the early
hours. If a 24-hour techno immersion

isn’t quite your idea of relaxation, then
the spa also offers classical sessions that
combine Mozart with mood-lighting.
liquidrom-berlin.de
Artful Retreats, Crete
In ancient Greece, theatre and music
were not merely frivolous entertainment,
but were believed to be essential
rituals in which the spirit could be
rejuvenated through cathartic release.
Penelope Orfanoudaki takes a page
from the ancients by offering art
retreats in her native Crete and in
Switzerland, where she lives. By pitching
up easels in olive groves and on alpine
hillsides, Orfanoudaki, who herself came
from a high-stress corporate
background, hopes to help those who
lead hectic lifestyles unwind and reset.
artfulretreats.com
Crystal Sound Lounge, London
These days, you can’t throw a stone in a
major city without hitting a gong, such is
the number of “sound bathing” services

that have popped up. Sound baths, or
sound healing, is based on a theory that
sonic vibrations can help improve sleep
quality, declutter the mind and generally
induce a more mindful state. London’s
Crystal Sound Lounge offers your
standard gong bath but also combines

this practice with another favourite
of millennial wellness devotees —
crystals: a great way to achieve Zen
when everything hertz.
crystalsoundlounge.com
Slow Looking at Tate, UK
How often is a visit to a gallery or
museum actually a meditative,
relaxing experience? Particularly at
weekends, bodies crowd in front of still
lifes and jostle over wall texts; it’s
enough to make many of us want to
whizz through to the cool refuge of the
gift shop. Last year, however, Tate
published its “Guide to Slow Looking”,
encouraging visitors to take 10 minutes
analysing each of a few artworks
intensely rather than briefly skimming
over many. Other museums joined Tate
in a bid to inspire a more conscious
and rewarding art experience. There’s
even an Art of Slow Looking podcast —
for slow listening, presumably.
tate.org.uk
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